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LESSON PLANS 
 

 

 

What month is it? 

Lesson plan to be implemented in English class 

Aim 

All over the world, we have unique names for the months of the 

year, often with historical or cultural references. This game 

encourages students to think about these references at the same 

time as they play a game. 

The main goal of this lesson plan is to develop and practice speaking 

skills, learn some interesting cultural and historical facts and work in 

a team to reach an agreement.  

Students age-targeted  
9  – 13 years old’s 

Estimated time  
60 - 70 minutes  

Topics covered 
● calendar 

● history 

Facility/ Equipment 
● Classroom 

● Scissors 

Tools/ Materials 
● Game cards sheet (1 per group) 

● Answer key (1 per group)  

Development of activities  

Activity 1: Introduction – the teacher introduces the students to the 

topic of the lesson (5-7 minutes). 

Activity 2: Share them in groups of three to five students each (10 

minutes) and encourage them to discuss what is their favorite month 

of the year is and why. 

Activity 3: Now play the card game in groups. They have to discuss 

three facts about each month and guess which fact is false. Students 

play in groups of odd numbers so that they are forced to reach an 

agreement. The information is meant to be informative and fun  (20-

30 minutes).  
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Activity 4: As a follow-on classroom task, students find out some 

background information about different calendars in other cultures 

(20 minutes). 

Activity 5: Wrap-up (10 mins) students can present the information 

they found on different calendars in other cultures. 
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HANDOUT 1: Month cards  
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HANDOUT 2: Month answers   

 

 

 

 


